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Your Smarther, use it now!
Heat your home immediately (Boost)
You can switch your system on quickly with the BOOST function
ACTIVATION FROM DEVICE

or

FROM APP

1

1

Quick guide

1. Touch to activate the function

2

2

2. Select the switching-on period from 30/60/90 minutes

3

3

3. A visual indicator will show you the remaining time for which your system will remain on
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Set the temperature
ACTIVATION FROM DEVICE

or

FROM APP

1

1

1. From the Smarther scroll to display the temperature setting page or, from the App, touch the
icon

Quick guide

2

2
3
4

2. From the Smarther touch the
keys to increase or decrease the temperature, or from
the App scroll to set the temperature and the day( 3 ) and time ( 4 ) until which it is to be
maintained.
Select “always"to maintain it for an undefined time.

Note: when you want to set different temperatures depending on the time and day of the week, you
need to create a special program (see programming)
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Change operating mode of the Smarther (heating/cooling)
With the Thermostat App, it is possible to change the Smarther mode from heating to cooling and
vice versa.

1

3
2

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to open the setting page

Quick guide

3. Touch the Smarther whose mode you want to change

4

5

4. Select the mode
5. Touch to confirm
Warning: When switching from cooling to heating or vice versa, it may be necessary to adjust the
thermal system (e.g. to turn off the boiler and turn on the cooling unit).
For more information, refer to the system documentation or consult the thermotechnician
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Manage several houses and several Smarther
With the Thermostat App, it is possible to manage up to 4 houses and up to 4 Smarther for each
house

1
2
3

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to open the house selection menu

Quick guide

3. Scroll to select the house to manage

5

6

4

8

4. Touch to use the Boost function for all the Smarthers
5. Touch to set the time during which the Smarthers of the home will stay on
6. Touch to continue
7. Touch to cancel the command and return to the current programming, or
8. Touch to change the settings

7
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10
9

9. Touch to select the thermostat among those found
10. Touch to cancel the existing programming

Quick guide

11. Touch to set the temperature

8
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General information
1

2

3
4

5
Note: the
will be off

,

,

,

icons, are only on when the device is on.If the device is in stand by the icons

1. Touch screen display

4. Wi-Fi connection key

2. Temperature/humidity display

5. Reset Key

3. “Boost” mode indicator

Symbols on the display
Icon

Meaning
The Smarther is set with a default temperature of 7 °C
winter/35 °C summer. You can set this condition from
the App using the Switch Smarther Off function or
manually, increasing or decreasing the temperature
to the default values.

Smarther "OFF"

Heating mode operation

The system is in heating mode and is ON.

Cooling mode operation

The system is in cooling mode and is ON.

Manual mode operation

Boost mode activation

The manual mode temporarily excludes the hour
programmings; using the Thermostat App you can
also set the length of this mode. When this time
has elapsed operation will start again as in the
programming
The Boost forces the switching on of the system for
a limited time (30, 60 or 90 minutes) independent of
the measured and programmed temperature

Keys for temperature setting

The set value is only valid for the manual mode
operation.

Wi-Fi connection indicator

ON = connected OFF = disconnected

*Note: if there is App programming, all the functions set manually last until the first variation caused by the
profile programmed with the App, excluding the Boost function which continues.
Note: the images of this manual are only indicative, and therefore may not exactly represent the
characteristics of the product.
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Operation
In basic mode the Smarther allows you to adjust the temperature manually and switch the system on for a limited time (Boost mode).
The advanced functions are available through the Thermostat App, which can be downloaded free from the Stores (for iOS devices from App Store, for Android devices from Play Store).
In advanced mode it is possible to program all the functions: time bands, weekly programming, and so on, in addition to managing the home with simple "home controls".
Thanks to the geolocation function, the Smarther will forward to your smartphone some notifications with suggestions for better management of the temperature of your home.
The smartphone on which the Thermostat App is installed and the Smarther communicate via the device's Wi-Fi connection. You therefore do not need wire connections or a mains power supply and
connections with the heating system

Functions available and differences between newly installed Smarther and Smarther connected with App

Functions
Smarther just installed (not
connected)

Smarther connected with the App
By Smarther

By App

At the end of the set period the
Smarther returns to the mode which
was active before the activation.

At the end of the set period the
Smarther returns to the programming
in progress.

At the end of the set period the Smarther returns to the
programming in progress.

The set mode is permanent

The set mode lasts until the first
variation caused by the profile
programmed with the App

The set mode can be maintained to a set date and time

The set temperature is permanent

The set temperature lasts until the
first variation caused by the profile
programmed with the App

The set temperature can be maintained to a set date and
time

Displayed in the third page

Displayed in the third page

Displayed in the Home Page

Boost

Switching off (Antifreeze/Thermal protection)

I set the temperature

Display the humidity
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Functions available and differences between newly installed Smarther and Smarther connected with App

Functions
Smarther just installed (not
connected)

Smarther connected with the App
By Smarther

By App

Settings
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Location services
Heating/cooling switch (default: heating)
Enable touch interface (default: enabled)
Display brightness (*)
(default: automatic with switching off)
Thermal inertia of the system (default: low)
Antifreeze temperature (default: 7C°)
Thermal protection temperature (default: 35C°)
Temperature calibration (default: 0)
°C/°F (default: °C)
Beep activation (default: disabled)

Programming of a daily or weekly temperature
profile

Weather

Firmware update
Management of several Smarther and several
houses

(*) display brightness levels: Off, Automatic with switching off, Automatic without switching off, Customised
Note: a domestic Wi-Fi with internet access is needed for the connection between the Smarther X8000/W and the smartphone. To use the service, the Customer must acquire the technical equipment which
allows access to the Internet, on the basis of an agreement made by the Customer himself with an ISP (Internet Service Provider). BTicino plays no part in this.
Install the dedicated Thermostat application on your smartphone to program and use the Smarther. The services offered by means of the App require being able to interact with Smarther remotely and through
the Internet. In these cases the integration and good working between Smarther and App may depend on:
–

a) quality of the Wi-Fi signal;

–

b) quality of the data signal;

We would like to inform you that the remote use via the App involves the use of data. The cost linked to data usage depends on the type of contract which the customer has with his ISP (Internet Service
Provider) and is solely the customer’s responsibility.
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Basic functions
Boost functions
The Boost forces the switching on of the system for a limited time (30, 60 or 90 minutes)
independent of the measured and programmed temperature.
Once the time set has elapsed, Smarther will resume operation according to the previous
programming.

2
1

1. Touch the display, the symbol

comes on

2. Touch the symbol once or more to set the function duration; the display shows the set time, at
the same time the LED lights up.

After setting the desired duration (30, 60 or 90 minutes) wait until the digits stop flashing after
which the Boost mode will be activated.

12
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The display shows the measured temperature; the LED gradually switches off while the set time
passes by.

3

3. To end the setting early touch the
the previous programming.

13

symbol; Smarther will continue operation according to
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Set the temperature
The temperature level that can be locally set refers only to the manual mode operation.

2

1

1. Touch the display
2. Scroll on the display to go to the next page

3

3. The actual setting is displayed, modify the setting with the

14
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Once the setting is complete wait for a few seconds.
The display will show the measured temperature.
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Note: on setting the minimum (7 °C antifrost, for heating) or maximum (35 °C thermal protection, for
cooling) the switching-off symbol appears on the display.
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Room humidity display
Smarther contains a sensor that detects the humidity percentage in the room; follow the
procedure described below to display the measured value.

2

1

1. Touch the display
2. Scroll twice on the display to go to the dedicated page
The measured humidity percentage is visible for a few seconds, then the measured temperature
display will appear again.
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Reset
This operation restores the Smarther factory settings and all programmings and associations will
be deleted

1

1. Keep the reset pushbutton on the side of the Smarther pressed.
A countdown will start (about 10 seconds) at the end of which you will hear a confirmation
beep.
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Advanced functions (Thermostat App)
Introduction
You can program the Smarther with the free Thermostat App. To do this you must:
1. Download the App from the Stores
2. Register and create an account
3. Associate the account to your Smarther via the App

1

2

3
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At this point from the App you can:
–

Set the temperature

–

Use the Boost functiont

–

Set the switching off

–

Setting the home controls

–

Using the location services

–

Set the temperature using DAILY or WEEKLY programming

–

Manage users, Smarther and houses

–

Performing the calibration of the temperature and other settings

You can also display the measured humidity and the weather on the App Home Page
Note: the weather service is based on the web forecast supplied by the online weather service
(https://openweathermap.org).

Download the Thermostat App

To use the Thermostat functions, first of all download it from the Stores (for iOS devices from App
Store, for Android devices from Play Store)

1

1. On your Smartphone run the App to read the QR codes and then frame the QR Code
Note: you can find the same QR code in the Instruction Sheet supplied with the Smarther
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Account registration
You must first register to be able to use the Thermostat App and thus use the Smarther advanced
functions.
After opening the App follow the registration instructions:
when the account has been created it will be common to all the connected BTicino device App.
If you have already registered, use your credentials.

4
2

1

5

3

4

1. Touch to register and create an account
2. Enter your data
3. Touch to confirm
4. Tick to accept the terms and conditions of use laid down in the associated text (obligatory)
5. Touch to continue.
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6

6. Touch to end the procedure
After confirming, the system will send the data (temporary password) to the email address
indicated by you in the registration phase for the first access

7

8

9

7. Enter the e-mail
8. Enter the temporary password sent to you via email
9. Touch to make the login

22
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For safety reasons you will be asked to change the temporary password for a customised one

7
8

9

7. For security reasons enter a new password with these features:
– minimum length 8 characters;
– must contain at least one letter and one number;
– it must be different from the last 5 passwords used.
8. Enter the password again
9. Touch to confirm. If the modification has been successful you will receive a confirmation email
At this point the system will show you a tutorial to help you associate your Smarther to the
Thermostat App
Note: if your Smarther is already associated and you want to add another user who can also use the
same functions, you must invite him using the appropriate procedure directly from your smartphone.
You can use the same account on several smartphones simultaneously.
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Authentication
After registering with the portal, you can authenticate by entering email and password.

1

E
D

A
B
C

2

A. Touch to start the password recovery procedure
B. Touch to create a new account
C. Touch to start the account deletion procedure.
Account deletion cannot be reversed and is common to all the connected BTicino device App
D. Tick the box to access subsequently without having to repeat the authentication
E. Touch to make the password visible
1. Enter email and password
2. Touch to access
Note: after three failed access attempts (wrong password) in an hour, the system blocks the account for
15 minutes.
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Forgotten password
When you have forgotten the password:

1

1. Touch to activate the password recovery procedure

2

3

2. Enter the email address linked to your account to which the new password will be sent
3. Touch to zero the password and quit the procedure
Now your account password has been reset and a new password which you can use to access the
Thermostat App has been sent to the email address entered in point 2.
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4

5

6

4. Enter the e-mail
5. Enter the temporary password sent to you via email
6. Touch to make the login

7

8

9

7. Enter the new password
For security reasons enter a new password with these features:
– minimum length 8 characters;
– must contain at least one letter and one number;
– it must be different from the last 5 passwords used.
8.

Enter the password again

9. Touch to confirm. If the procedure has been successful you will receive a confirmation email
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Account deletion
You can delete an account using the procedure

1

1. Touch to start the procedure

2

3

2. Enter e-mail address and password of the account to delete
3. Touch to confirm

4

4. Touch to proceed. Remember that when the procedure is complete your account will be
definitively cancelled
Note: the account is common to all the Apps of the BTicino connected devices. If it is modified or deleted
you will no longer have access to all the connected devices
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Association to the Smarther
After registering and authenticating for the first time (the first smartphone) you will be shown a
tutorial. Follow this to associate your account to the Smarther.
This operation is only necessary on the first access and allows you to activate the connection
between the two devices.
You can also invite other users so that they can use the connected Smarther functions.
Perform the following steps to make the association:

1
2

My home

Wi-Fi 01
Wi-Fi 02

3

Wi-Fi 03
Wi-Fi 04
Wi-Fi 05
Wi-Fi 06
Wi-Fi 07

2

1. First of all connect the smartphone to the home Wi-Fi network
2. Authenticate after registering
3. If the smartphone has not yet been associated to the Smarther this screen appears.
Touch to start the association procedure
Caution: if the association procedure is interrupted before it is completed, before repeating it you must
reset the Smarther following the procedure
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The first operation to be carried out to make the association is to connect the Smarther to the
home Wi-Fi network

Connection of the Smarther to the home Wi-Fi network

3
1

A

2

5

4

A. A. Enable/disable the system geolocation.
If disabled, the location services will no longer be available.
1. Enter the name of the home to associate to the Smarter (new home), or select it among the
existing ones
2. Touch to continue
3. Touch to activate the location services and allow the Smarther to send notifications to your
smartphone.
4. Scroll to set the distance threshold after which the Smarther will forward notifications to the
enabled smartphone
5. Touch to continue
The following screen appears

6

6. Keep the upper Smarther pushbutton pressed until “AP” appears
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7

7. Press to continue

8

8. Go to your mobile phone's Wi-Fi network settings.

Wi-Fi Thermostat 5C-C3-EB
Wi-Fi 01
Wi-Fi 02

Wi-Fi 01

Wi-Fi 03
Wi-Fi 04

Wi-Fi 02

9

Wi-Fi 03

Wi-Fi 05

Wi-Fi 04

Wi-Fi 06

Wi-Fi 05

Wi-Fi 07

Wi-Fi 06

Wi-Fi Thermostat 5C-C3-EB

Wi-Fi 07

10

9. Seleziona la rete temporanea che crea lo Smarther per collegarsi allo smartphone (Wi-Fi Select
the temporary network which the Smarther creates to connect to the smartphone (Wi-Fi
Thermostat 5C-C3-EB").
You may need to wait for 1 to 2 minutes before the Smarther Wi-Fi network appears in the list.
Note: to return to the App use the Smartphone “Back” key (Android) or “Home” key (iOS).
10. Touch to continue.
Note: after 5 minutes the network is no longer available, repeat the operation from point 6.
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12
My home
My home
Network 01
Network 02
Network 03
Network 04

11

13

Network 05

14

11. Now select the home Wi-Fi network to which the Smarther will be connected
12. Enter and confirm the home Wi-Fi network password
13. Touch to continue.
14. The Smarther search now starts. It may take a few minutes.

15

15. When the Smarther cannot automatically associate to the smartphone this screen appears.
Enter the Smarther IP address.
If I do not know it:

16

16. Press the Wi-Fi pushbutton
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The numbers which make up the IP address appear in sequence after “IP”

17

18

17. Enter the Smarther IP address
18. Touch to continue.
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The following screen appears when the association has completed

19
21

22

23

20

19. Enter a name for the Smarther
20. Touch to continue
21. At this point, the procedure proposes to create a program to adjust the temperature.
There are different modes (see Programming)
Touch to use the guided procedure
22. Touch to select whether the program will be the same for all the days of the week (daily) or
different depending on the days (weekly)
23. Touch to continue

24

24

26

25

25
27

24. Scroll to set the times which delimit the time intervals
25. Touch to continue
26. Touch to define the days of the week when you are mainly at home (weekly program only)
27. Touch to continue
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A

B

28

28. Scroll to modify the temperature levels if necessary
A = heating mode
B= cooling mode
This method uses predefined temperature levels with names and colours which show possible use
(see section)

30

31

32
29

29. Touch to continue
30. Enter a name for the program
31. If necessary touch modify the program
32. Touch to send the program to the device
After a few seconds a confirmation message will indicate that the procedure has been successful
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If you have not completed the programming procedure, go to the homepage

21
22

21. Touch to open the pull-down menu
22. Touch to access the Home Page

23

24

23. On the first access the Smarther is in off mode (set with a default temperature 7 °C winter/35 °C
summer)
Touch to delete the existing programming
24. Touch to set the temperature
Caution: to delete the association of a Smarther from the App, you must:
1 - make sure that it is connected to the internet via Wi-Fi;
2 - perform the reset procedure;
3 - exit the App and repeat the authentication
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Account management
After you have authenticated and associated to the Smarther, you can manage your account in the
section in the pulldown menu

A
B
1

C

2

D

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to enter the account management section
A. Displays and modifies your account's information
B. Change password
C. Enable the third-party management account
D. Delete the account
Note: the access credentials are common to all the BTicino connected devices, thus if these data are
modified or deleted access to all the connected devices will be prevented.

Account information
In this section you can modify the name, surname, e-mail address and other data of your account

3
1

5
4

2

3

1. Touch to modify the data
2. Touch to continue
3. Tick to accept the terms and conditions of use laid down in the associated text (obligatory)
4. Touch to confirm
5. Touch to return to the previous page
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Change password
In this section you can change your account password

1

2
3

4

1. Enter the old password
2. For security reasons enter a new password with these features:
– minimum length 8 characters;
– must contain at least one letter and one number;
– it must be different from the last 5 passwords used.
3. Enter the password again
4. Touch to confirm. If the modification has been successful you will receive a confirmation email
Note: the access credentials are common to all the BTicino connected devices, thus if these data are
modified or deleted access to all the connected devices will be prevented.
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Third-party access
In this section you can enable all the devices that use your account, to be managed by third-party
Apps. To do this, it will be necessary to access or subscribe to WORKS WITH LEGRAND.
WORKS WITH LEGRAND a program to innovate living and working spaces.
It is an open interoperable platform, strategic part of Eliot, the Legrand innovative program
dedicated to accelerate deployment of connected devices in its offer.
Compatible with major IoT global players, it allows to connect with Legrand ecosystem in a lot of
ways.
WORKS WITH LEGRAND breaks boundaries and, thanks to important partnerships, enables small
and big developers and third party to interact with Legrandís offer and integrate its products into
their own systems and services.
https://developer.legrand.com/

3

2
1

4

1. Touch to access and enable the third-party Apps to manage your BTicino devices.
2. Touch to continue
3. If you already have a WORKS WITH LEGRAND account, enter your credentials to continue
4. If you don’t have them, touch to subscribe

5

6

5. Enter your e-mail address
6. Touch to allow the system to send you a checking code via e-mail
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7

A

8

A. Send the code to the e-mail again
7. Enter the Code that was sent to you by e-mail
8. Touch to confirm

9

A

13

10
11
12

A. If during the process you decide that you'd rather use a different e-mail address (for example, you
started the procedure using your work e-mail, but would now prefer to use your private e-mail), you
can use this field to change it without having to go through the whole process again
9. Enter a new password and confirm by typing it again
10. Enter your personal data (name and surname)
11. Touch to select the geographical area of origin
12. Touch to create the account and continue
13. Touch to authorise the account connected with the device for third-party management
Note: by authorising Smarther, all the devices using the same account will be authorised for third-party
management.
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14

14. Touch to end the procedure
Third-party access management
After enabling the account for third-party management, it is possible to display the third-party
applications connected to your account, and/or disable the function.

1

2

1. Touch to manage the account
2. Touch to display the list of applications connected to your account
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A
3

B

C

BS ThirdPartyApp_demo
BTicino

D

BS ThirdPartyApp_demo
See All Authorizations
REVOKE

E

3. Enter the credentials (account and password) used to access WORKS WITH LEGRAND
A. Display the list of applications connected to your account
B. Third-party App icon
C. Third-party App name
D. Third-party App description
E. Revoke third-party management permission
If you want to disable third-party account management

1
2

3

1. Touch to manage the account
2. Touch to disconnect the account, and therefore to disable third-party management
3. Touch to confirm
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Delete the account
In this section delete your account definitively

1

3

2

1. Enter e-mail address and password of the account to delete
2. Touch to confirm
3.

Touch to proceed. Remember that when the procedure is complete your account will be
definitively cancelled

Note: the access credentials are common to all the BTicino connected devices, thus if these data are
modified or deleted access to all the connected devices will be prevented.
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Home Page
After being authenticated, from this page you can interact with your Smarther to manage the
home temperature.
You can also program the temperature and other functions via the pulldown menu.
1
12
2

11

3
4
10

5

6

9

8

7

1. System Name
2. Weather forecast
3. Name of the Associated Smarther
4. Measured temperature
5. Measured humidity percentage
6. Temperature zone set
7. Set the Switching off function
8. Set the “Boost” function
9.

Set the Temperature

10. Heating

or cooling

contact switched

11. Outside temperature supplied by the weather service (if you have enabled geolocation)
12. Pull-down menu:
• HOME: close the menu and return to the Home Page.
•

PROGRAMS: open the section where you can set daily or weekly temperature programs
via guided or customised configuration.

•

USERS: open the section where you can display those users which can interact with your
system and if necessary invite new ones or delete existing ones.

•

SETTINGS: in this section you can add new Smarther and new homes (systems), you can
also update the Smarther firmware.

•

Account: open the section where you can display information, change password and
delete the account.

•

Help: opens the assistance contact pages where you can send notification of a problem.

•

Information on...: displays the Smarther firmware version and the App version.

•

EXIT: exit the account.
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Set the temperature
This function allows you to set a temperature without time limits or up to a certain date and time.
A visual and text indication will indicate the remaining time.
You can also modify the setting before the end via the function.

2

3
4
1

A
B
C
D
E

5
6
7

1. Touch to set the function; select “always” to maintain it for an indefinite time, or
2. Scroll to set the temperature
3. Scroll to set the date to which it will be maintained
4. Scroll to set the time to which it will be maintained
5. Touch to confirm
The temperature is now set
A. Set mode indication
B. Set temperature
C. End setting date and time
D. Time indication bar: indicates the elapsed time (dark grey) and the remaining time (light grey)
E. Remaining time
6. Touch to modify, before the end, the date and time at which the setting ends
7. Touch to quit the current mode and return to the programmed mode
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Set the Boost function
This function forces the switching on of the system (both heating and cooling) for a limited time
(30, 60 or 90 minutes) independent of the measured or programmed temperature.
Once the time set has elapsed, the Smarther will resume operation according to the previous
programming.

2

3

A

1

B

4

1. Touch to set the function
2. Touch to set the time for which the system will remain on
A. Graphic indication of the time selected
B. Text indication of the time selected
3. Touch several times until the time desired, 30, 60 or 90 minutes, is reached
4. Touch to confirm
The function is now set

A
B
C

5

D

6

A. Set mode indication
B. End setting date and time

C. Time indication bar: indicates the elapsed time (grey) and the remaining time (red/light blue)
D. Remaining time
5. Touch to modify the previously set time before the end
6. Touch to quit the current mode and return to the programmed mode
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Switch the Smarther off
This function allows you to set switching off the Smarter, putting the system in antifrost/thermal
protection mode.
The switching off can be programmed up to a certain date/time or without time limits.
This status will remain active up to the date and time set.

2
3

1

4

1. Touch to set the function
2. Scroll to set to which day the Smarther will remain off (select “always” to switch it off for an
undefined time)
3. Scroll to set to which time the Smarther will remain off
4. Touch to confirm
The Smarther is off until the date and time set

A
B
C

5

D

6

A. Set mode indication
B. End setting date and time

C. Time indication bar: indicates the elapsed time (dark grey) and the remaining time (light grey)
D. Remaining time
5. Touch to modify, before the end, the date and time at which the setting ends
6. Touch to quit the current mode and return to the programmed mode
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Manage several Smarther in the same home
The functions shown in the previous paragraphs can be activated at the same time for all the
Smarthers of the home, through dedicated controls found in the home management home page,
which appears after adding a new Smarther using the appropriate procedure.

Control the single thermostats
It is possible to add and manage up to 4 Smarthers for each home. After adding them to the home
page, for each Smarther it will be possible to display the name, the temperature measured and the
program set.

2

1

1. Touch to control the single thermostat
2. Adjust the temperature using the controls discussed in the previous sections, or touch to
return to the home page and select another thermostat
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Control all the Smarthers of the home at the same time (home controls)
Using the home controls, it is possible to set the "Away from home" temperature, the boost
function, or switch off all the Smarthers of the home.

A

B
C

A. Set the Away from home function
B. Set the Home switch off function
C. Set the Home Boost function

Set the "Away from home" temperature for all the Smarthers of the home
This function gives the possibility of activating the "Away from home" temperature at the same
time for all the Smarthers.
The "Away from home" temperature (the temperature of your home when you are out), is set
during the programming procedure, and can be changed at any time in the appropriate section.
For each Smarther, the command activates its specific "Away from home" temperature.
This function is very useful in order to set the "Away from home" temperature irrespective of the
current programming (for example, if you are leaving your home at an unusual time).

1

4

2

3

1. Touch to set the function
2. Select until what day and time you will be away from home
3. Touch to continue
4. Touch to cancel the command and return to the current programming
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Home Boost function
This function gives the possibility of activating the "Booster" function for all the Smarthers.
The Boost function forces the switching on of the system (both heating and cooling) for a limited
period of time (30, 60, 90 minutes), irrespective of the measured or programmed temperature.
Once the time set has elapsed, the Smarther will resume operation according to the previous
programming.

2

1

4

3

1. Touch to set the function
2. Touch to set the time during which the Stmarters of the home will stay on
3. Touch to continue
4. Touch to cancel the command and return to the current programming
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Home switch off function
This function can be used to set the function for switching off all the Smarthers of the home.
The off function turns the Smarther off, switching the system to antifreeze/thermal protection
mode.
The switching off can be programmed up to a certain date/time or without time limits.
This status will remain active up to the date and time set.

1

4

2

3

1. Touch to set the function
2. Scroll to set until which day and time the Smarthers will remain off (select “always” to switch
them off for an undefined period of time)
3. Touch to continue
4. Touch to cancel the command and return to the current programming
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Manage several homes
A new Smarther may be added to an existing home, or a new home can be created. It is possible
to create 4 homes, with 4 Smarthers in each home.

1

2

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to open the home selection panel
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3
4

3. Select the home to manage
4. It is now possible to manage the selected home

Geolocation services
If you enable the geolocation service in the settings section, you will be able to receive
notifications from your Smarther when away from the home, once you exceed the distance
threshold set.

You are no longer at home?
If you have created and activated a program with an "at home" time band and leave your home
during this time band, once you exceed the distance threshold that you have set (e.g. 5 km from
home on a straight line), the location service sends a notification to the smarthphone of the last
person exceeding the threshold, warning that there is no one else at home and that an alternative
mode may be selected to reduce consumptions.

5 km

THERMOSTAT
No one at home, cooling is active

1

1. If desired, touch to open the Thermostat App and set another mode to reduce consumptions.
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Programming
Via this function you can set a different temperature depending on the time and day of the week.
After the first association to the device, on entering the Programs section, you will find a
predefined program which sets a temperature of 7 °C winter/35 °C summer for the whole 24 hours.

1
3
2

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to open the program section
A predefined program is present as default.
This program cannot be modified but will be replaced by the first program you create.
3. Touch to create a customised program* which will replace the previous program
*Caution: each Smarther can manage up to 10 programs
A

B

G

C

F

D

E

A. Active program indication
B. Program Name
C. Create the program
D. Delete the program
Note: if you delete all the programs, the predefined program will reappear
E. Graphic indication of time intervals and temperature levels of set program
F. Modify the program
G. Displays/modifies preset temperature levels
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You can create a program in different ways:
Guided procedure
From your answers to simple questions about your habits, this method
helps you to simply and intuitively create a program suitable for your
needs using preset temperature levels.

Manual procedure
This method allows you, starting from scratch, to create a customised
program defining the temperature levels and the time intervals.

Program copy
You can also create a new program by copying an existing one and if
necessary modifying it.

The modes of creating programs are the same for both daily and weekly programs. In the first
case the program is repeated for all the days of the week, while in the second case you can define
different temperature levels and time intervals for every day of the week
Daily program
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Weekly program
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Create a program using the guided procedure

2

3

1

4

1. Touch to create a new program*
2. Touch to use the guided procedure
3. Touch to select whether the program will be the same for all the days of the week (daily) or
different depending on the days (weekly)
4. Touch to continue
*Caution: each Smarther can manage up to 10 programs

5

5

7

6

6
8

5. Scroll to set the times which delimit the time intervals
6. Touch to continue
7. Touch to define the days of the week when you are mainly at home (weekly program only)
8. Touch to continue
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A

B

9

9. Scroll to modify the temperature levels if necessary
A = modalità riscaldamento
B= modalità raffrescamento
This method uses predefined temperature levels with names and colours which show possible use:
OUT
AT HOME
NIGHT

Temperature to set when you are not at home
Temperature to set when you are at home
Temperature to set at night

You can modify preset temperature levels, also by touching the
screen

n icon in the initial program

01

Note: you are only asked to set the temperature levels when the first program is entered
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11

B

A
12

13
10

10. Touch to continue
11. Enter a name for the program
12. If necessary touch modify the program
13. Touch to send the program to the device
After a few seconds a confirmation message will indicate that the procedure has been successful.
A. Now the program appears in the program list and can be activated,modified or deleted
B. Active program
C. Not active program
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The system has automatically created this program via this configuration and on the basis of your
answers:
During the week (from Monday to Friday)

zz

z

24:00 - 08:00

08:00 - 09:00

09:00 - 19:30

19:30 - 23:30

zz

23:30 - 24:00
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During the weekend (Saturday and Sunday)

24:00 - 08:00

zz

z

zz

z

08:00 - 23:30

23:30- 24:00

Note: when you set a time interval, the interval end time must always be later than the start time. If you
need to set the same temperature bridging one day and the next you must create 2 programs (e.g. the
two night profiles of the just created program).
The next section will show you how to make the same program configuring it manually
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Create a program using the manual procedure
By means of the manual configuration you can create a program defining the various parameters
which make up the program (temperature levels, time intervals and days of application)
specifically and in a totally free way.
We will thus see how to create the same program already created with the guided configuration
which satisfies the following settings:
During the week (from Monday to Friday)

During the weekend (Saturday and Sunday)

24:00 - 08:00

23:30- 24:00

08:00 - 09:00

24:00 - 08:00

09:00 - 19:30

08:00 - 23:30

19:30 - 23:30

23:30 - 24:00
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3

1
2
4

1. Touch to create a new program*
2. Touch to create it manually
3. Enter a name for the program
4. Touch to set a weekly program
*Caution: each Smarther can manage up to 10 programs
Neutral profiles are created (temperature of 7 °C for all the 24 hours) one for every day of the week

7

6

8

5
9

5. Touch to modify the first profile as needed
6. Touch to add the first interval** (00:00 – 08:00 at 18 °C) to adjust the temperature at night
7. Touch to select the temperature
8. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
9. Touch to confirm
**Caution: it is possible to enter up to 8 intervals in a single program
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11

12

10
13

10. Touch to add the second interval (08:00 – 09:00 at 20 °C) to adjust the temperature from when
you wake up to when you go out
11. Touch to select the temperature
12. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
13. Touch to confirm

15

16

14
17

14. Touch to add the third interval (09:00 – 19:30 at 16 °C) to adjust the temperature when you are
out
15. Touch to select the temperature
16. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
17. Touch to confirm
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19
20

18
21

18. Touch to add the fourth interval (19:30 – 23:30 at 20 °C) to adjust the temperature when you
come home
19. Touch to select the temperature
20. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
21. Touch to confirm

24
26

23

22
25

22. Touch to add the fifth interval (23:30 – 24:00 at 18 °C) to adjust the temperature when you go
to bed
23. Touch to select the temperature
24. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
25. Touch to confirm
26. Touch to return to the program main page
Note: when you set a time interval, the interval end time must always be later than the start time.
If you need to set the same temperature bridging one day and the next you must create 2 programs (e.g.
first and fifth).
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Now you must copy the profile just created for the week days

28

27

29

27. Touch to activate the copy mode
28. Select the days when you want to copy the profile created on Monday (dot becomes white)
29. From Monday to Friday the profile will be the same, touch to confirm
Presuming that habits are different for week days, you can create a specific profile for Saturday and
Sunday

33

32

31

30

34

30. Touch to modify the Saturday profile
31. Touch to add the first interval (00:00 – 08:00 at 18 °C) to adjust the temperature at night
32. Touch to select the temperature
33. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
34. Touch to confirm
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36
37

35
38

35. Touch to add the second interval (08:00 – 23:30 at 29 °C) to adjust the temperature from when
you wake up to when you go to bed
36. Touch to select the temperature
37. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
38. Touch to confirm

41
43

40

39
42

39. Touch to add the third interval (23:30 – 24:00 at 18 °C) to adjust the temperature when you go
to bed.
40. Touch to select the temperature
41. Scroll to set the time interval in which the previously set temperature will be active
42. Touch to confirm
43. Touch to return to the program main page
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Now you must copy the just created profile in Sunday

45

44
46

44. Touch to activate the copy mode
45. Select Sunday (the dot turns white)
46. Touch to confirm

A

47

47. Touch to send the program to the device
After a few seconds a confirmation message will indicate that the procedure has been successful.
A. Now the program appears in the program list and can be activated
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Copy a program
Via this function you can copy and if necessary modify an existing program

2

1

4

3

1. Touch to create a new program* using duplication
2. Touch to start the procedure
3. Select the program to copy
4. Touch to confirm
*Caution: each Smarther can manage up to 10 programs

5

A

7

6

5. Enter a description and if necessary modify the program
6. Touch to send the program to the device
After a few seconds a confirmation message will indicate that the procedure has been successful.
A. Now the program appears in the program list and can be activated, modified or deleted
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Modify a program
You can modify a program editing the set profiles

1
2

1. Touch to modify a program
You can now modify the profiles or copy them, at the end:
2. Touch to send the program to the device
After a few seconds a confirmation message will indicate that the procedure has been successful.
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Modify the profile

1
3
4
2

1. Touch to modify the desired profile
2. Touch to create a new interval or
3. Modify the existing interval by scrolling until the interval to be modified is displayed
4. Touch the interval to modify

8
5

6

7

5. Scroll to modify the interval start and finish times or
6. Touch the bin icon to delete the interval
7. Touch to confirm
8. Touch to end
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9

9. The profile has been modified

Copy a profile

2

1

2

3

1. Touch to select the profile to copy*
2. Select the profiles to replace
In this example the Monday profile is repeated on Tuesday and Wednesday as well
3. Touch to confirm
*Caution: it is possible to enter up to 8 intervals in a single program
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Activate a program
After creating the programs you must activate the one you want

1

2

1. Touch to activate the program
After a few seconds a confirmation message will indicate that the procedure has been successful
2. The program is now active on your Smarther
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Users
In this section you can display the users who can interact with your system, invite new ones or
if necessary delete them (the user will not be deleted, just the possibility of interacting with this
system).
After the user you have invited has registered on the portal, logged in and accepted the invitation,
he will appear in the list.

A

1

B

2

3

1.

Touch to open the pull-down menu

2. Touch to open the User section
A. User list
B. Delete a user
3. Touch to invite another user

6

5

4

4. Enter the email of the user to invite and confirm it
5. Touch to send the invitation
6. Touch to exit
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The invited user will receive an e-mail with the invitation to check your system and register
following the procedure, authenticate ( A ), and accept the invitation ( B ).
A

B

C

At this point you will find him in the list of associated account (
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Settings
In this section you can manage the existing Smarther or add new ones.
It is also possible to activate the location services.
In particular for each Smarther you can:
–

rename o delete it;

–

select the heating or cooling operating mode;

–

set the display functions (Thermostat display function);

–

perform advanced settings on the temperature (Advanced settings function);

–

complete the procedure for associating the Smarther to the smartphone again

–

check and update the firmware.

1

2

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to open the setting section

A
B
E

C

D
A. Opens the “Location services” page
B. Opens the setting modification section of the specific Smarther
C. Deletes the Smarther
Warning: if you remove the Smarther after disabling the pushbuttons using the appropriate function,
you will no longer able to control it from the device or the App
D. Adds a new Smarther
E. Displays the Smarther name
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Location services
In this section, you can enable/disable the location services and change its parameters.
Your Smarther will then be able to send notifications to your smartphone.
Caution: In order to use the location services, it is necessary to login ticking the "remember me" option,
or leave the App open in the background

2
1

1. Touch to manage the location services
2. Touch to enable the services

3

5

4

3. Touch to change the location data, or enter them in the following format: street, street number and city
4. Scroll to set the distance threshold after which the Smarther will forward notifications to the
enabled smartphone*
5. Touch to confirm the modifications
*Warning: the Thermostat App uses the standard iOS and Android geolocation services.
These services use a combination of mobile phone repeater signal power and information obtained
from the Wi-Fi and GPS network, to identify your position as precisely as possible; the error margin
when determining the distance can be up to 2 km.
Make sure that your smartphone is enabled for:
– Wi-Fi connection
– mobile data
– GPS location (in the Thermostat App options, allow your position to be always identified)
and that the Thermostat is enabled to:
– send notifications
–manage the location
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6

A
7

8

A. List of the smartphones associated to the Smarther
6. Touch to modify the smartphone description
7. Touch to enable the smartphone to receive the location service notifications
Note: if you log out, this setting will be disabled.
8. Touch to remove the smartphone if no longer in your possession (lost, broken, etc...).
To reinstate it, simply complete the login procedure.
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Smarther settings
2

A
B
C

3

D
1

1. Touch to manage the Smarther
2. Touch to modify the name
3. Touch to set the operating mode of the Smarther (heating/cooling)
Warning: When switching from cooling to heating or vice versa, it may be necessary to adjust the
thermal system (e.g. to turn off the boiler and turn on the cooling unit).
For more information, refer to the system documentation or consult the thermotechnician
A. Open the page where it is possible to set various functions of the display (Thermostat display
function)
B. Open the page where it is possible to perform advanced settings on the temperature (Advanced
settings function)
C. Open the page where it is possible to check and update the firmware
Smarther Display
In this section it is possible to enable/disable the Smarther keys and adjust the lighting level when
the display is in stand-by.

1
2

1. Touch to enable/disable the Smarther touch interface and the actual physical keys. If the function
is disabled, it will no longer be possible to interact with the Smarther physical interface but only to
display the information.
This function can be useful if you don’t want the settings to be modified from the Smarther, but
only from the App (e.g. children's bedroom or public establishment).
2. Touch to select the display lighting operating logic
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3

After 10 seconds, the display switches off, goes to stand-by mode and performs the selected
operating logic.
3. Select the mode among:
It switches off
Depending on the room brightness, it adjusts the display and, in case
of low brightness, turns it off (e.g. night)
Depending on the room brightness, it adjusts the display and, in case
of low brightness, adjusts it to minimum
It adjusts the display in a precise and user-configurable way (see
below)

4

5

6

4. Select the customised mode
5. Scroll to adjust the brightness in stand-by precisely
6. Touch to save
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Advanced settings
In this section, it is possible to set the system thermal inertia and the antifreeze/heating protection
temperature, calibrate the temperature measured by the Smarther, define the temperature
measurement unit, and enable the sound when touching the keys.

1

2

1
3

4

1. Select the thermal inertia value (the capacity of a structure to change its temperature more
or less slowly) depending on the type of system and then according to the speed that the
installed devices use to heat/cool
High inertia: factory setting, normally suitable for the most commonly used heating and
cooling systems.
Medium inertia: setting to be used if the high inertia setting causes too frequent switches
Low inertia: setting suitable for fast systems, even when the medium inertia setting is not
considered satisfactory
2. Select the temperature for the antifreeze function.
3. Select the temperature for the heating protection function.
Note: The temperatures set in both manual and programmed mode cannot be lower/higher than
these values
4. Touch to set of how many degrees to increase or decrease the temperature in relation to the
temperature detected by Smarther
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7

5

8

6
9

10

11

5. Scroll to select the temperature
6. Touch to confirm
7. Now it is possible to display the actual measured temperature and the calibrated temperature
8. Touch to delete the setting
9. Touch to select the format of the displayed temperature between Celsius and Fahrenheit
degrees
10. Touch to enable/disable the sound when touching the keys (both the screen keys and the
physical keys).
11. Touch to save the settings
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Smarther firmware update (only in Local Wi-Fi network)

2

1

1. Touch to check the availability of an update
2. If available, touch to download the update.
Do not switch the Smarther off or disconnect it until the end of the procedure

4
3

3. At the end touch to update the firmware.
Do not switch the Smarther off or disconnect it until the end of the procedure
4. The firmware is now updated. Touch to return to the settings section
Note: the firmware update is available only if you are connected to the same local Wi-Fi network
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Add a new Smarther and/or a new house
With this function you can add a new Smarther to an existing home, or create a new one and add
it to it.
You can create and manage up to 4 Smarthers for each home and create and manage up to 4
houses.

2

1

4

3

1. Touch to add a new Smarther
2. Touch to continue
3. Touch to continue or
4. Touch when you want to add it to another home

4

6

5

7

4. or create a new one
Note: the example shown considers the addition of a Smarther to an existing home. In case of new
home, it will be necessary to enable or disable the location services (see Smarther association)
5. Touch to start the association
6. At the end touch to enter a description of the Smarther.
7. Touch to end
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9

10

8

The home page has changed. In addition to the new Smarther, it also shows the "home controls"
to control all the Smarthers of the home at the same time. In this case, as it is new, the Smarther is
off (set with a default temperature 7 °C winter/35 °C summer)
8. You can now display the two home Smarthers.
Touch to open the Home Page of the Smarther you want to manage
9. Touch to delete the existing programming
10. Touch to set the temperature
Caution: to delete the association of a Smarther from the App, you must:
1 - make sure that it is connected to the internet via Wi-Fi;
2 - perform the reset procedure;
3 - exit the App and repeat the authentication
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Help
In this section you can display the after-sales service contacts page.

1
2

1. Touch to open the pull-down menu
2. Touch to open the help section

You will be readdressed on the www.help.bticino.com site
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btMore
01 – Changing the preset temperature levels
You can modify preset temperature levels, also by touching the
screen

icon in the initial program

These screens can be used to change the preset temperature modes, both for heating and cooling.
These levels will also be used as references for some functions such as the "away from home"
function and the Geolocation services.
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